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The most important interview never made

Summary: 
Where there's joke there's fire. Will Australia's Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, any other
prominent politician or indeed any media superstar tell it how it is? We need them to start speaking
out if we want meaningful reforms. Australia is being fleeced while our politicians sit and fiddle
about. This "interview" gets to the point. More truth in five minutes than you'll see in the mainstream
media in a lifetime.
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Scoop - BRN Exclusive – The Turnbull Interview*

What a finish to the political year and for the first time we have managed to get Malcolm
Turnbull to speak about what gets him pumped, his thoughts about the bankers’ “Royal
Commission” and some seldom heard about topics of political import. Including: His
Cayman Islands "investments." The Foreign influence that blows everything else out of
the water. His plans to enable banks to take your deposits and super with his new APRA
Crisis Powers laws.
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Bank Reform Now (BRN) - Thanks so much for coming in today. We were getting pretty worried
that you weren’t going to interact at all with victims of predatory and unconscionable banking. We’re
happy to see you.

Malcolm Turnbull (MT) – Let me be clear from the beginning I’m not happy to be here. In fact it is
regrettable that my staffers have put me in this position.

BRN – Why have you suddenly changed your mind and instigated a Royal Commisham into banking?

MT – Well it’s pretty obvious. If I had not taken such indecisive action I would have been out of a
job. In fact I recall reading a BRN post a month or two ago saying I wouldn’t survive the last two
weeks of Parliament. Well I gottya. By axing a week of sittings and having the whole Parliament
talking about sex and love I saved my bacon.

Did you see all the Parliamentarians lining up to speak in the short time I gave them? Virtually none
of them had a word to say about criminal banking, a Federal ICAC or even APRA’s moves
to steal the bank savings of every Australian. Yep … we’re pushing ahead with secret Bail-In
Laws via our new APRA Crisis Management Powers legislation (***see below)

BRN – you must be pretty pleased with yourself.

MT – I’m pumped! Look I’ve said it before but just to make it clear. I’m the smartest arse in the
room. No doubt about it. Can you believe it? I’ve nearly had as many negative opinion polls as
Abbott had before I stabbed him in the back and I’ve made it to the end of the year with a clear
back.

BRN – How do you explain that?

MT - I put it to down to Julie Bishop. She’s got my back. She’s watching my back. Absolutely no way
she would ride my back into the top job. I’m sitting pretty. Look, the LNP owes me over a million
dollars. I put a packet into their coffers before the last election. They love me. No way could I be
dumped.

BRN – You certainly are amazing.

MT – Yes. I was hoping once we had a chance to talk one on one you’d get a better appreciation of
me. It’s like I’m coated with Teflon. Come on, I have the bulk of my wealth in a tax haven like
all my buddies. I just have to say - “don’t worry … I’m clean” and the ALP, Canberra media pack
and the ATO gobble it up and leave me alone. How stupid are all these people? Ohhh sorry, could
you scrub that last sentence? I don’t want people to realise that I think they’re stupid.

BRN - Speaking of stupid. What about all the MPs and Senators that can't work out if they're citizens
of Australia? For decades illegitimate Parliaments have made laws and international agreements that
have undermined our rights and sovereignty. Surely much of this is just not valid. How can we
correct it?

MT - Let's not talk about that. I was fighting the good fight. I wanted to dump the Constitution
well before this issue was exposed. I did my bit to try and turf out the protections that lay at the
heart of our Constitution. We wanted a politicians' Republic where our dealings and powers
could not be challenged. And please - this is off the record - Keating sold off the
Commonwealth Bank. It was a dodgy deal done by another illegitimate Parliament.

I hope I'm well and truly off the scene when the truth of that gets out. Lucky how thing work out. It's
only now we find out about Gough Whitlam and Neville Wran's buddy Lionel Murphy. Talk about a -
forty year - protection racket.

BRN  - We’ve been supporting many victims of unconscionable and criminal banking. I would ask
you to review what **NAB did to Faye Andrews and then give her a call to let her know
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how your Royal Commission will get NAB to put her back into the position she should be
enjoying in the last years of her life.

MT – In case you haven’t noticed I’m not really interested in seeing banks compensate
anyone. Bank profits would plummet if they behaved ethically. A real compensation program would
cost them billions. They probably couldn’t afford to make proper reparations. The system
would crash.

BRN – Maybe we need a better system … one that serves the people’s interests. There are
thousands of cases of historical financial abuse. Your Royal Commission specifically wants to avoid
victims and their legitimate demands for compensation. We feel that a dodgy inquiry is worse than
none at all. It seems like just announcing a Royal Commission has taken the heat out of the issue for
you.

Reading your draft terms of reference it’s obviously a sham but Barry O’Sullivan and George
Christensen, for example, seem happy to go along with it. They wanted a Royal Commission -
wouldn’t you think they’d call you out and demand a genuine one that would do the job?

MT – In politics the trick is to look like you are doing good things for the people. What we say and do
are completely different. Appearances are key ... but you and I know the whole thing is just show. 
Two party “democracies” are a con job. Politics as we practice it just serves the elite who want
a global system that transfers wealth and power to the 0.1% who really run the world.

BRN – It is refreshing to hear a politician say it like it is. We really need prominent Aussies speaking
up. Just imagine if you went on TV and exposed this and tried to help Aussies regain their country,
freedom and wealth. You’d be the most popular PM in history.

MT – I don’t care about being popular. I’ve been very lucky in life. My wealth has in large part
depended on serving those elite powers. If you can’t beat’em ... join’em I’ve always said. I
work for Goldman Sachs you know?

BRN – Don’t you mean you used to work for them …… as the head of their Australian operation?

MT – No …. once you are in you’re in. I’m pretty much on secondment or maybe you could say I’m
working undercover. Through me, Goldman Sachs - and other banking interests - have
infiltrated the government (begins laughing uncontrollably).

BRN – Are you OK? Do you want a glass of water?

MT – (composing himself while wiping tears of joy from his eyes). It’s crazy isn’t it? Man that Dastyari
… he’s a gift that just keeps giving (more laughter). Just imagine if Shorten had done the right thing
and sacked him months ago. But no ……. Shorten owed his position to him so he protected him and
now he’s in the pooh. Dastyari served foreign interests and he’s finished. I’m serving foreign
globalist interests and no-one says a word. I don’t owe my position to anyone in the LNP. I
could just as easily have been in the ALP. I only answer to the bankers.

BRN – Yes, you were pretty quick to back-flip when the Big Four banks told you to call an inquiry. It
looked like the bankers told you to jump and BANG … you rolled over. Wasn’t a good look from our
point of view.

MT – Look, I don’t care about your point of view. If I didn’t do something the Parliament would
have passed a genuine inquiry. What else could I do? The banks rule over all of us. There is only
one way that could give people the type of life they want and it’s just not going to happen. We
control you and your governments. You will never be truly free. The concepts of freedom, privacy
and rights have almost been wiped from consciousness. We don’t allow it in schools or the mass
media. In the past you’ve been allowed to bask in it for a couple of hours while sitting in a dark
movie theatre watching films like Braveheart. The people have been dumbed down. They haven’t
got the intellect or stomach to fight. Their freedoms have been patiently and gradually
removed. Like the frog that won’t jump out of the gradually heating water. You’ll all be
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cooked.

BRN – You paint a pretty bleak picture Mr Turnbull

MT – As long as we ration out just enough food, booze, drugs, porn, footy and other needs and
distractions most people are content. We won’t allow them to have anything but the bare essentials.
And every one of those bare essentials they’ll be paying through the nose for  …….. one way or
another. Why should we allow them a skerrick more? We can get away with fleecing them so we will.

We want the world’s tangible wealth ….. the people can work their arses off for the
trinkets and baubles we sell .... and allow them to own. Even now people are getting used to
never owning their own home. The affordable housing crisis is caused by the banks and government
…. and people can’t even be bothered to write a letter to a politician … let alone march in the
streets. Pretty soon we’ll take their cash away and make sure they can only use credit
cards and phones to buy and sell. There won’t even be a whimper. The mobile phone ....
what a magnificent tool it has become.

It's like a criminal's ankle bracelet but far more effective. We know where everyone is, who their
contacts are, what they're saying to each other, what they look at on the internet. We can
even turn their cameras on whenever we like. And people scramble to buy the latest and greatest
model. We don't even have to lock it on their ankle .... it never leaves their hand. I spoke to some of
the deep state's people recently - CIA, FBI, NSA, ASIO. You know - the alphabet soup crew that like
keeping an eye on you? They all say the same thing ....... "God bless Apple and Samsung they have
helped immensely to keep us in control and all powerful."

BRN – It’s all pretty sad Mr Turnbull. Just imagine if the country’s wealth wasn’t being stolen by the
interests you serve. We could have top class schools, healthcare, infrastructure and decent
retirements for our elderly. Crime and mental illness would be significantly reduced. With advances
in automation and artificial intelligence we will see a big increase in underemployment, working poor
and homelessness. Alternative policies could see people living well with much less stress and
working half the time they do now. What are you planning to do about it?

MT – We are pretty happy and relaxed. We really don’t want a comfortable middle class with
more quality time for themselves and their families. We simply tax and transfer as much
as possible to the banks and other corporate interests – particularly the arms industry. If
people are in debt and struggling to keep their heads above water they won’t have time
to think and take action. As long as the poor get just enough they won’t bite the hand that feeds
them.

The next financial crisis is the big one. People will be out of work. Many will lose their
homes. Whatever money they had in the bank and super will be taken by APRA and the
bankers. They will be so desperate. We’ll offer a rescue package and drop some digital
“helicopter money” into their bank accounts. They’ll lap it up and think we’ve saved
them. But, just in case ..… we also have police-state powers now in place …. if and when
required.

BRN – We're done for.

MT – Yep.
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The people weep while the elite laugh on.

*This is a satirical parody. Any similarities to persons living or lame-duck are purely coincidental. The
issues referred to may or may not have happened only ASIO would be able to confirm via its top
secret Minister Surveillance Program (now code-named ….. “Dastyari”).

** Link to NAB's treatment of Faye Andrews below. Which pollies have got the balls and
decency to see to it that NAB's Thorburn makes things right?

Also below  - the genuine Royal Commission terms that the bankers did not want anything to do
with.

***PLEASE NOTE: If you want to stop APRA having the power to steal your savings and super email
the APRA Powers Senate Inquiry right now and tell them you don't want APRA to have the power to
Bail-In the banks with your money >> economics.sen@aph.gov.au

Related Links: Faye Andrews - Rally Speech
Sham Commission Must Be Opposed
Draft Terms Of Reference Royal Commission Banking & Finance
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